Mosquito β
  | Drosophila β
  |   Zebrasefish β1
  |     Frog β1
  |       Mouse β1
  |         Rat β1
  |           Human β1
  |   Zebrasefish β2.1
  |    Frog β2
  |       Zebrafish β2.2
  |     Tetraodon β2
  |       Fugu β2
  |       Chick β2
  |         Mouse β2
  |           Rat β2
  |             Human β2
  |               Dog β2
  |   Zebrasefish β3
  |     Frog β3
  |       Human β3
  |         Rat β3
  |           Dog β3
  |             Mouse β3
  |               Frog β4
  |       Zebrasefish β4.1
  |         Zebrasefish β4.2
  |           Fugu β4
  |             Tetraodon β4
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